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Abstract—The dynamic properties of uniformly and chirpily
stacked InAs–InGaAs–GaAs quantum dot lasers are analyzed in
terms of relative intensity noise spectra. For uniformly stacked
quantum dot laser with ground-state lasing emissions of 1.3 m,
the -factor limited bandwidth is 13 GHz. The extracted differ-
ential gain and gain compression factor are cm and

cm , respectively. For chirpily stacked quantum dot
laser with excited-state lasing emissions of 1.2 m, the -factor
limited bandwidth is 14 GHz. Yet the nonproportional dependence
between resonance frequency and square root of incremental
current yields differential gain of cm and huge gain
compression factor of cm .

Index Terms—Differential gain, gain compression, relative in-
tensity noise (RIN), quantum dot lasers.

I. INTRODUCTION

I DEAL quantum-structure lasers with reduced dimension-
ality are expected to have the advantages of large material

and differential gain, small frequency chirping, high temper-
ature stability, as well as low threshold current. Therefore,
quantum dot (QD) lasers, in particular GaAs-based 1.3- m
wavelength range, are attractive as next-generation light
sources in the metro/access optical fiber communication net-
works. However, formation of nonideal QD by self-assembled
approach suffers from limited dot density and large inho-
mogeneous broadening, which result in broad gain spectrum
but rather low peak gain. It then deteriorates the modulation
characteristics of QD lasers. The current solution to overcome
these disadvantages is through multilayer stacking of QD.
To improve and investigate the modulation bandwidth of

QD lasers, strategies are proposed and several successes are
achieved. Their modulation characteristics are mostly studied
by radio-frequency small-signal modulation (SSM) response
[1]–[5]. For example, direct 10 Gb/s modulation of 1.3 m QD
lasers was first demonstrated in modulation -doped structure,
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the 3 dB bandwidth is 7.7 GHz, and the -factor limited band-
width is over 10 GHz [1]. Another example, for ground-state
(GS) emission QD lasers with tunneling injection structure, the
measured 3 dB bandwidth was 11 and 24.5 GHz for -doped
samples of 1.3 and 1.1 m range, respectively [2].
The limited saturation gain of QD GS results in excited-state

(ES) or two-state lasing emissions in short-cavity devices or
under high current injection. Previous investigation of ES-QD
lasers to increase the modulation bandwidth is based on the
two advantageous factors [3]. First, there is two/threefold de-
generacy, or equivalently twice to triple the saturation gain, of
the ES compared to the GS. Second, there should be decreased
capture time from the carrier reservoir into the ES compared to
the GS. Recently, high-speed direct-modulated ES emission QD
lasers have been proposed and demonstrated by the University
of Sheffield [3]. For ES lasing emissions of 1.19 m, the mea-
sured 3 dB bandwidth was only 4.1 GHz due to RC parasitics.
The predicted -factor limited bandwidth for ES lasing emis-
sions was 13 GHz.
Another method to evaluate the direct modulation capabili-

ties is by relative intensity noise (RIN) measurement, which is
parasitic-free. The RIN measurements of QD laser were scat-
tered in recent publications, however, analysis of RIN spectra
can rarely be found. This is attributed to the highly dampedmod-
ulation response that leads to very low RIN levels which are
critical in the measurement. First RIN measurement of GS QD
lasers was presented in [6] and [7]. No resonance peak was ob-
served in these long-cavity ( mm) devices. The completely
damped response provides an RIN level of dB/Hz, which
is flat within dB/Hz in 0.1–10 GHz range. The RIN spectra
of GS-QD lasers with clear and distinct peak were presented
by Capua et al. [8]. The resonance peak was around 3 GHz at
1.7 mW for 1 mm device; nonetheless, the periodic oscillations
at high frequencies keep them from further analysis. First RIN
analysis of GS QD lasers was presented by Martinez et al. [9].
The InAs–InP QD lasers grown on a specific InP (3 1 1)B sub-
strate are emitting at 1.52 m. Its clear resonance peak at max-
imum of 3.8 GHz from 1.1 mm device indicated less damping
than InAs–GaAs QD lasers.
In this paper, the RIN spectra of uniformly and chirpily

stacked QD lasers are measured for GS and ES lasing emis-
sions, respectively. The dynamic properties of modulation
bandwidth, resonance frequency, and damping coefficient are
resolved by fitting the theoretical RIN expression. The device
parameters of differential gain and gain compression factor are,
therefore, extracted. The estimated maximum 3 dB bandwidths
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as well as the device parameters are consistent with those from
SSM analysis [2], [3]. Yet the linear, instead of proportional,
dependence of resonance frequency versus square root of incre-
mental current is observed and discussed for chirpily stacked
QD lasers.

II. THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

A. Dynamic Analysis

The modulation characteristics and noise spectra are gov-
erned by the same dynamical processes, and we have assumed
that single-longitudinal mode rate equations for photon and car-
rier can provide a sufficiently good description for the dynamics
of QD lasers around resonance frequency. The derived expres-
sion for RIN spectra is given by [10]–[12]

(1)

with

(2)

(3)

In (1), is the Schawlow–Townes linewidth, is the res-
onance frequency, is the damping coefficient, while in the
numerator is the exact damping factor including the nonlinear
gain [11]. in (2) is the spontaneous emission carrier life-
time. and in (3) are light output power and threshold cur-
rent density, respectively. Note that (3) is approximately valid
at low current injection.
The -factor, -factor and modulation current efficiency

factor (MCEF) are introduced for convenience, where differ-
ential gain and maximum modulation bandwidth could then be
extracted within. They are given by

(4)

(5)

(6)

In (4), is the group velocity, is the cavity photon lifetime,
is the nonlinear gain coefficient, and is the differential
gain. In (5), is the optical confinement factor, is the active
volume, is the photon energy, and and are the internal
and mirror losses, respectively. In (6), is the slope effi-
ciency of – curve, and and are the cavity length and
waveguide width, respectively.

B. Transport Effect

To describe the carrier transport between multilayer struc-
ture and carrier relaxation within multiple energy states, several
comprehensive models were proposed but most of them con-
cerned about SSM response [12]–[18]. The RIN measurement,
which is independent of transport and parasitic effects, depends

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for RIN measurement of QD lasers.

only on intrinsic dynamics of active region. Therefore, the ad-
ditional first-order pole present in the SSM response is absent
in the RIN expression [12], [13].
The equivalent modification is by introducing the transport

factor in the differential gain in (4) and (5), i.e., the effective dif-
ferential gain is redefined by division of transport factor

, where is the transport time which include cap-
ture, and is the carrier escape time [12], [15]. Since the defi-
nition of time constant varies in different models and the values
spread in a large range [17], [18], the transport factor is rarely
discussed in publications [13], [15]. Therefore, it is the effective
differential gain which inclusive of the transport division factor
that we have meant in this study.

C. Measurement Setup

Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup for RIN measurement.
The measurement is performed under continuous-wave (CW)
current injection with temperature controlled by thermoelectric
cooler. The optical signals arefiber-coupled to an amplified pho-
todetector (Newport AD-10ir) followed by an electrical spec-
trum analyzer (Agilent E4407B). To lower the optical feedback,
the light output power is first attenuated, slightly tilted off-axis,
and collimated by a microscope objective. It should be noted
that the thermal noise of measurement system and the shot noise
of amplified photodetector are subtracted in correcting the mea-
sured spectra [8]. Because of the unique low RIN levels of QD
lasers, the suggested cavity lengths are not longer than 2 mm in
case resonance characteristics are damped or averaged out by
multilongitudinal modes.

D. Laser Structures

Two QD laser structures are grown by molecular beam
epitaxy on (1 0 0) oriented Si-doped GaAs substrates. Fig. 2
shows the schematic active regions for uniformly and chirpily
stacked QD laser structures. The QDs are self-assembled using
Stranski–Krastanov growth method. Both active regions consist
of InAs QD capped by InGaAs QW.
For uniformly stacked structure, the capped InGaAs QW

are kept at the same thickness and the GS lasing wavelength
is around 1.3 m. The single-layer dot density is about

cm and eight-layer QD stacks with -doped GaAs
spacer are grown to increase the optical gain.
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Fig. 2. Schematic active regions for (a) uniformly and (b) chirpily stacked QD laser structures.

For chirpily stacked structure, the capped InGaAs QW of
4, 3, and 1 nm are designed for three chirped wavelengths of
longer, medium, and shorter wavelength range, with stacking
numbers of 2, 3, and 5 layers, respectively, and designated as

, and [19]. The GS/ES wavelengths are
in wavelength ranges of 1.27/1.19, 1.22/1.15, and 1.17/1.10 m
for longer, medium, and shorter wavelength QD stacks, respec-
tively. The detailed layer structure and growth of QD can be
found in [19].
The chirpily stacked QD lasers of 5 m width are as-cleaved

(CL/CL) and left unpackaged, while the uniform-stack QD
lasers of 2 m width and 300 m length are coated with
high-reflectivity on one side (HR/CL) and packaged in trans-
mitter optical sub-assembly package.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. DC Characteristics

Fig. 3 shows the CW light–current ( – ) and spectral char-
acteristics of QD lasers. For uniformly stacked QD laser of 300
m cavity in Fig. 3(a), the low threshold current of 8 mA (or
1333 A/cm ) with superior temperature stability is shown and
the lasing emission is in the GS of 1.3 m range. While for
chirpily stacked QD laser chip of 750 m length in Fig. 3(b), the
threshold current is around 33.3 mA (or 888 A/cm ) and lasing
emission is in 1.2 m range. The slope efficiency of front-side
light output is 0.5 and 0.28 W/A for uniformly and chirpily
stacked QD lasers, respectively.
Due to the limited saturation gain of single-layer QDs, the

lasing emissions switch between GS and GS and exhibit a
sudden change of peak wavelength in the varying-cavity-length
measurement of as-cleaved devices. For uniformly stacked
eight-layer QD lasers, the maximum modal gain is over 40
cm and no ES emissions were observed for cavity lengths
over 300 m. For chirpily stacked QD lasers, the peak wave-
length shifted at cavity lengths of 2 and 0.5 mm, as shown in
Fig. 6 of [19]. Based on analysis of dependence of threshold
modal gain on current density, the lasing emissions for cavity
below 2 mm switched from to ,
while that below 0.5 mm switched from to

Fig. 3. – curves and lasing spectra measured at 20 C for (a) uniformly and
(b) chirpily stacked QD lasers.

. The peak wavelength around 1.2 m for 750 m
device is, then, identified as lasing emission from .

B. RIN Spectra

The typical RIN spectra for uniformly and chirpily stacked
multilayer QD lasers under different injection current levels
are shown in Fig. 4. The noise floor is as low as dB/Hz
under high current injection. For cavity longer than 1.5 mm (not
shown), the resonance characteristics are completely damped
to a very low level below dB/Hz. At lower frequencies
below 1 GHz, we observe an enhancement of RIN levels, which
is due to mode competition. While at higher frequency range,
the resonant peaks are decreasing andmoving to higher frequen-
cies with increasing current injection.
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Fig. 4. RIN spectra for different injection current levels for (a) uniformly and
(b) chirpily stacked QD lasers.

At first glance of Fig. 4(a) and (b), the uniformly stacked QD
laser, with much reduced device dimension, experienced a faster
shift of resonance frequency. To perform further analysis, these
spectra are fitted to the expression in (1) around the peak res-
onance. The resonance frequencies as well as damping coeffi-
cients are, therefore, extracted.

C. -Factor Limited Bandwidth

Fig. 5 shows the RIN analysis of intrinsic frequency response
for QD lasers. Analysis of damping coefficient versus resonance
frequency squared resolves the slope parameter of -factor as
defined in (2). The -factor can be used to calculate the max-
imum -factor limited bandwidth using

(7)

For uniformly stacked QD laser in Fig. 5(a), the -factor is
0.687 ns and the -factor limited bandwidth is about 13 GHz,
which puts the experimental limit of direct modulation for self-
assembled QD lasers of GS lasing emission in 1.3 m range. In
comparison with some landmark results, the -factor is 0.82 ns
in -doped QD lasers [1], [18] and at a rough estimate of 0.5–0.6
ns in -doped tunnel-junction QD lasers of 1.3 m range [2]. It
is worth mentioning that the large -factor of QD lasers, which
is about 2–3 times the value of optimized InP-based multiple
QW lasers [20], [21], is related to the highly damped frequency
response and the rather lower limited modulation bandwidth [5].
For chirpily stacked QD laser in Fig. 5(b), the -factor

is 0.632 ns and the -factor limited bandwidth is about 14
GHz. The -factor limited bandwidth is close to the first SSM
measurements of 15.2 GHz for ES uniformly stacked QD lasers
[3]. However, it does not mean the predicted bandwidth is

Fig. 5. Damping coefficient versus resonance frequency squared for (a) uni-
formly and (b) chirpily stacked QD lasers.

Fig. 6. Resonance frequency versus square root of incremental current for (a)
uniformly and (b) chirpily stacked QD lasers.

practically achievable because it neglects self-heating and
parasitics.

D. Differential Gain and Gain Compression Factor

The resonance frequency is plotted as function of square root
of the incremental current in Fig. 6. For uniformly stacked QD
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laser in Fig. 6(a), it exhibits proportional dependence at low in-
jection current (dotted line) as described in (3). The MCEF is
0.17 GHz/(A-cm ) (or 2.2 GHz/mA ) under low injected
current density of 1.3–3.3 kA/cm . By (3), (5), and (6), we ex-
tract the differential gain cm , and the
nonlinear gain compression factor cm is calcu-
lated according to (4).
As the current injection is above three times the threshold

( kA/cm ), the resonance frequency dependence on square
root of current increment shows a decreased slope. This effect
of gain saturation is first described and fitted in Fig. 3.20 of [22].
As a result, (3) should be modified according to the following
expressions [21], [22]:

(8)

The solid line in Fig. 6(a) is the fitting curve by substituting
the extracted differential gain and nonlinear gain compression
factor into (8). It is in good agreement with the experimental
data points. By the way, the large nonlinear gain compression
factor is one order-of-magnitude higher than the value of InP-
based multiple QW lasers [20]–[23]. Since device heating is
not observed in the measurement range, the reduced differential
gain or the large gain compression is mainly attributed to the
retarded carrier relaxation process in QD [23]–[25].
For chirpily stacked QD laser in Fig. 6(b), the proportion-

ality constant is failed to be determined in the measurement
range. Instead, one can observe a linear dependence. By directly
connected each data point to the origin in Fig. 6(b), the MCEF
values vary over a wide range. The maximum MCEF is esti-
mated to be 0.16 GHz/(A-cm ) (or 0.85 GHz/mA ) for
750 m cavity. Using (3)–(6), we have corresponding values of

cm and cm .

E. Discrepancy in Chirpily Stacked QD Lasers

The equivalent differential gain is a constant well-defined
value when two-level rate equation system is used to describe
the laser dynamic; however, it is not constant in QD semicon-
ductor lasers with multipopulation energy levels as concluded
in [16]. The decreasing differential gain or incomplete gain
clamping above threshold is better described by the nonlinear
gain compression factor.
If (10) is fitted to data points of 750 m cavity, it renders

cm with huge cm .
This huge gain compression factor is not unreasonable because
its order of magnitude is around the range from to

cm as predicted in [26]. The huge gain compres-
sion is attributed to excess carrier leakage associated with car-
riers populated in higher and broadened energy range. To put it
differently, the intentional multiple electron energy levels intro-
duced by this highly inhomogeneous chirped QD system result
in thermal broadening of carrier population in energy. Refer to
chirpily stacked QD laser structure Section II-D, the emissions
wavelengths for ES of (1.19 m), GS of (1.22
m), and GS of (1.17 m) are indeed within the thermal
broadening energy range of 25.6 meV.
Also, as shown in Fig. 6(b), the slope illustrated by dotted

lines is steeper for long cavity devices. It is consistent with the

fact that excess carrier leakage is much reduced under lower
injected current densities. By fitting the data points of 1500 m
cavity to (10), cm with reduced

cm is then achieved.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have investigated the dynamic properties of
InAs–InGaAs–GaAs QD lasers by the parasitic-free RIN mea-
surement. The RIN spectra of GS and ES lasing emissions are
measured and analyzed for uniformly and chirpily stacked mul-
tilayer QD lasers, respectively. Analysis of resonance frequency
versus damping coefficient as well as incremental current re-
solves the dynamic parameters of -factor and -factor, where
device parameters of maximum bandwidth, differential gain,
and gain compression factor are extracted within.
For uniformly stacked QD lasers of GS lasing emission at

1.3 m range, the -factor limited bandwidth is as high as
13 GHz. The extracted differential gain and gain compression
factor are cm and cm , respectively.
While for chirpily stacked QD lasers of ES lasing emission at
1.2 m range, the -factor limited bandwidth is 14 GHz. Yet the
linear, instead of proportional, dependence between resonance
frequency and square root of incremental current is observed
and attributed to the huge gain compression associated with
excess carrier leakage in the highly inhomogeneous chirpily
stacked QD system. The extracted differential gain and gain
compression factor for ES lasing emissions are cm
and cm , respectively.
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